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Abstract—Finite difference is a simple, fast and effective
numerical method for seismic wave modeling, and has been
widely used in forward waveform inversion and reverse time
migration. However, intensive calculation of three-dimensional
seismic forward modeling has been restricting the industrial
application of 3D pre-stack reverse time migration and inversion.
Aiming at this problem, in this paper, a parallelized 3D
Staggered-grid Finite-difference has been developed using
General-purpose computing on the graphics processing unit
(GPGPU), namely G-3DFD, since the emergence of graphic
processing units (GPU) as an effective alternative to traditional
general purpose processors has become increasingly capable in
accelerating large-scale scientific computing. We analyze
three-dimensional staggered grid finite difference method for the
implementation on GPU, making possible the industrial
application of 3D pre-stack reverse time migration and inversion.
Experiments show that G-3DFD has dramatically improved the
runtime performance 88 times on modern GPGPU platforms
comparing to the original CPU implementation methods.
Keywords: Seismic Wave Modeling; 3D Stencil Computation;
GPGPU; Parallel Computing

I. INTRODUCTION
Finite-difference (FD) techniques in the time domain
(FDTD) are widely used to solve wave equations such as
Maxwell’s equations [1] or the seismic wave equation [2] and
have been used to solve Navier-Stokes’ equations [3] as
well. A thorough review on FD applied to the seismic wave
equation is described in [4]. When more geometrical flexibility
is needed for instance to handle geometrically complex models
other techniques such as a pseudo-spectral technique [5][6], a
boundary-element method [7][8], a spectral-element method
[11] or a discontinuous Galerkin technique [12][13] is needed
because of its simplicity.
FD is often used in conjunction with a perfectly matched
layer (PML) to absorb waves on the artificial edges of the
numerical grid to mimic an infinite or semi-infinite medium
[14] or a Convolution PML (CPML) can be used to improve
the behavior of the discrete PML for waves impinging the

artificial edges of the grid at grazing incidence [16][17] for
unspotted CPMLs for seismic waves. More recently a
formulation of the unspotted CPML that can easily be extended
to higher-order time schemes, called the auxiliary differential
equation PML (ADE-PML), has been introduced by [18] for
Maxwell’s equations and by [19] for the seismic wave
equation. An improved sponge layer, improperly called the split
Multiaxial PML (M-PML), has been suggested by [20], but the
perfectly matched character of Bérenger is lost because of the
coupling introduced between derivatives along multiple grid
axes.
In recent years, graphics processing unit (GPU) has been
widely used to accelerate general-purpose applications. A
number of physical computing problems have been solved using
GPU, e.g. molecular dynamics simulations, fluid dynamics
simulations and astrophysical calculations [21], etc. Regarding
FD, several applications have been ported to GPUs. Some
spectral-element methods are proposed on a single GPU
platforms in [6] while some methods are based on multiple
GPUs in [22][23].
GPU programming on NVIDIA graphics cards has become
significantly easy with the introduction with CUDA
programming language, which is relatively easy to learn
because its syntax is similar to C. Regarding FD for seismic
reverse time migration in the case of an acoustic medium with
constant density, Abdelkhalek and Micikevicius (from
NVIDIA corporation, the developers of GPU hardware and of
CUDA) have recently introduced optimized implementations.
Abdelkhalek extended it to the acoustic case with
heterogeneous density [24].
In this study, we use CUDA to solve the 3D Staggered-grid
Finite-difference Seismic Wave Modeling in a more complex
fully heterogeneous environment in parallel. We propose some
new techniques to adapt to the programming model of CUDA,
including kernels, thread hierarchy and memory hierarchy.
Since the number of points is very huge, we use one thread to
process points in a row, this method not only solves the
problem of limited resource on GPU, but also easily achieves

the optimization of Memory Coalesced to decrease the access
times of global memory and fully exploit limited shared
memory in GPU hardware. GPU has much more cores and
greater compute capability than CPU, so in our program, all
calculation works are run on GPU while the memory
management and result output are executed on CPU. Then we
finish the 3D Staggered-grid Finite-difference Seismic Wave
Modeling respectively using C running on CPU and CUDA
program running on GPU. Performance comparisons between
them show that GPU is greatly suitable for parallelism
computation especially for highly compute-intensive issue and
the speedup we get ranges from 57 to 88 , which reduces
the work time from one hour to half a minute and makes the
industrial application of 3D pre-stack reverse time migration
and inversion possible.

Step 2: In processing the tth time, differential of the stress
along the spatial direction is computed, update values of
velocities along the surface.
Step 3: Surface differential of the velocity field along the axis
direction is calculated, update values of stress along the
surface.
Step 4: Check if t>max: when termination condition is not
satisfied, Step 4 will be returned with t=t+1 and add the
wavelet source into simulation to Step 2; Otherwise, jump
to Step 5.
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This section describes the formulation of the AWP-ODC
numerical model and the analysis of the computation steps. As
stated in paper [25], AWP-ODC solves a 3D velocity-stress
wave equation using a staggered-grid finite difference method
to achieve fourth-order accurate in space and second-order
accurate in time. The coupled system of partial differential
equations includes the particle velocity vector ν and the
symmetric stress tensor σ [26]. Suppose:
σ
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Then the governing elastodynamic equations are [45]:
σ
(2)
σ

(3)
Where
and
are the lame coefficient and
is the
constant density. Simplifying formula (2) and (3) leads to three
scalar-valued equations for velocity vector components and
three scalar-valued equations for the stress tensor components.
Three equations are listed below including one for velocity
vector equation and two for stress equations:
σ
σ

σ

σ
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AWP-ODC is a memory-intensive application and
twenty-one 3D variable arrays are involved in the main
computation loop. In addition to the three velocity vector
components and six symmetric stress tensor components, 6
temporary variables (r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6) and 6 constant
coefficients (λ , μ , ρ , S for quality factor wave Qs and P
wave Qp , boundary condition variable Cerjan Cj [27]) are
used in the numerical modeling. Fig.1 presents the
pseudo-code of the computation kernels in the main loop for
formula (4) and (5). The algorithm mainly includes 5 steps:
Step 1: This step initializes the original model's parameters,
sets the 3D grid's size and the time step and calculates the
wavelet for simulation.

surface differential of the velocity field along the
axis direction
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Fig. 1.

AWP-ODC algorithm

Step 5: Output the results of simulation.
The 13 point asymmetric stencil computation for vx in
AWP-ODC main loops reads occur 12 times in three
different 3D arrays and writes occur only once in one 3D
array. Stress component calculation includes two 1D
asymmetric stencils, with only 4 reads from a single 3D array
and no writes. TABLE I. summarizes the analysis of kernels
in Fig.1. It shows that AWP-ODC is a memory-bound
application because of the low FLOPS to bytes ratio (the
average operation intensity is around 0.5), which means the
application has poor temporal locality and the performance is
dominated by the memory system or arithmetic throughput
[28].
TABLE I.

ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATION KERNELS IN AWP-ODC MAIN
LOOP

Kernels
Velocity Computation
Kernel
Stress
Computation
Kernel
Total

Reads

Writes

FLOPS

FLOPS/Bytes

51

3

86

0.398

85

12

221

0.569

136

15

307

0.508

A. General-purpose Computing on Graphics Processing

which can be mapped to threads accordingly. A more detailed
introduction to GPGPU and CUDA can be seen in [29].
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Hierarchy of Threads and Memory in CUDA

Relatively high abstraction levels have emerged, and
NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a
salient example. The current CUDA fosters a software
environment which allows programming on GPU with a
slightly extended version of C, therefore a CUDA-based
application can execute on the GPU in a massively parallel
fashion. A CUDA application defines C functions as “kernels”
to be explicitly executed on the GPU (referred to as the
“device”). Normally the kernels are invoked from the main
executable of the application on the CPU (the ‘‘host’’), which
will be executed for N times via N individual CUDA “threads”.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, CUDA threads are organized in one to
three-dimensional manner, where threads are grouped to blocks
and blocks are again grouped into grids. Threads in a block can
cooperate together by efficiently sharing data through a fast
shared memory and synchronizing their execution to
coordinate memory access. Threads, memories and
synchronization are exposed to developers for very
fine-grained data and thread parallelisms, e.g., dealing with a
single variable of float type per thread. Application developers
should partition the problem into a set of fine-grained subtasks
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This study focus on a GPGPU-aided implementation of the
3D Staggered-grid Finite-difference method. The main
difficulty when implementing a finite-difference code on a
GPU comes from the highly compute-intensive. For a
fourth-order spatial operator, the thread that handles the
calculation of point (i, j, k) needs to know the fields (and
therefore access the arrays) at points: (i, j, k) , (i + 1, j , k), (i +
2, j , k), (i − 1, j , k), (i − 2, j , k), (i , j + 1, k) and so on,
including the point that it handles and its neighboring points.
This implies that 13 accesses to global memory are needed on
the GPU to handle each grid point, which causes a high access
overhead due to the longer access delay of global memory.
However threads that belong to the same block can access
data in faster shared memory, it is possible to significantly
reduce this number of memory accesses per grid point and thus
drastically improve performance. Since the number of threads
and the size of shared memory per block run at the same time
are limited, and the number of threads points is growing with
an order of O(n3) as the growth of grid size, there is not enough
shared memory to allow one to use 3-D blocks large enough to
sufficiently reduce this ratio, and therefore this approach
cannot be efficiently implemented, so we have to split the 3D
model to 2D approach.
We therefore turn to a more efficient 2-D approach, which
increases the computation workload of each thread to reduce
the number of threads. We can parallelize the 3D
Staggered-grid Finite-difference application at the grid level.
As indicated in Fig.3, each grid point of 3D Staggered-grid
Finite-difference is mapped to an individual task, but the
number of points is too big and the workload of each point is
too small, so one row data point mapping to one thread task is
the right design. And also we design the program accessing the
global memory in coalesced way.
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Graphics processing unit (GPU) is specialized for
compute-intensive and highly parallel computations [29],
especially those problems that can be expressed as data-parallel
computations (e.g., the Matrix multiplication). Owing to their
highly-parallel architecture, modern GPUs are capable of a
theoretical peak performance that is an order of magnitude
higher than mainstream CPUs [30]. This feature together with
the high performance-to-price ratio and widespread availability
have propelled GPUs to the forefront of high-performance
computing which are now accessible even on most commodity
computers. General-purpose Computing on Graphics
Processing Units (GPGPU) has recently boomed with the
enhanced programmability of GPUs rather than having to
depend on standard graphics APIs or shadier language, which
forces the developer to re-formulate algorithms in graphics
metaphors, general purpose programming languages.

Fig. 3.
task

Parallelization at threads level, one row data mapping to one thread

Full utilization of on-chip memory is the key to achieve
high performance for GPU-based applications. Our
optimization mechanisms can be summarized into four steps to
achieve this goal:
Step 1: Read-Only Memory Cache: Texture and Constant
memory in the GPU device has its own cache. As discussed

Step 1: Initialization phase. This step sets the size of grid
and defines the boundaries of seismic wave model. Thus we
can obtain the size of each parameter, and allocate the exact
size of GPU memory for next step's computation.
Step 2: After initialization, this step deals with the
computation on GPU, a two-dimensional thread block is
defined to identify the CUDA threads. After that, the algorithm
focus on PML boundary set, Wave field variable initialization,
the source sequence generation.
START
1

Initiat(nMax,Vx,Vy,Vz,P,Bx,By,Bz,Pla,
Rho,Source,Eponge)
2

Beginning the computation on GPU:
the algorithm focus on PML boundary
set, Wave field variable
initialization, the source sequence
generation.
Wavelet<<<block_size,thread_size>>>
(nmax,dt,source,lwav);
MODEL(RLA,RHO,BX,BY,BZ,DTDX,NX,NY,NZ);

Device end, independent
from the host
Thread block with a unique ID
associating with each thread
Parallel Tasks

3
Parallel Tasks

Seismic Wave Modeling on GPU
Momentum<<<GridSize,BlockSize>>>
(vx,vy,vz,bx,by,bz,p);
Loose_ends_k<<<GridSize,BlockSize>>>
(vx,vy,bx,by,p);
Loose_ends_j<<<GridSize,BlockSize>>>
(vx,vy,bx,by,p);
Loose_ends_i<<<GridSize,BlockSize>>>
(vx,vy,bx,by,p);

Threads(tx,ty,1)
Ny=NY/ty
Nz=NX/tx

Results

In parallel

above, six 3D variable arrays hold constant coefficients. We
put them into the texture memory to take advantage of the
texture cache. All scalar constants are put into the constant
memory to save registers. The other 15 arrays are stored in
global memory because their values are updated during
iteration.
Step 2: 2D Domain Decomposition: CUDA is an extended
language of C/C++, so memory storage for 3D arrays will be
fast along the z axis while be slow along x axis. To obtain a
better cache hit rate and allow all threads in the same wrap to
access data along the fast axis z instead of the slow axis x, we
decompose the 3D Grid only along axis y and axis z. Each
thread will calculate the entire NX for a given 2D (y, z) location
as shown in Fig.4.
Since the thread block is also a 3-dimension structure and
presents the best performance in the x direction, threads in the x
direction must correspond to the 3D Grid z direction, while
threads in the y direction correspond to the 3D Grid y direction.
Since 32 threads in a wrap are executed at the same time, the
number of threads in the x direction is considered to be a
multiple of 32 for better performance.
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Decomposition for GPU Kernels

Step 3: Global Memory Coalesced: For maximum
performance, memory access need to be coalesced in global
memory. CUDA provides two functions “cudaMallocPitch”
and “cudaPitchedPtr” to help ensure aligned memory access.
However, instead of using these library functions, we
manually pad zeros onto the boundaries in the z axis of the
3D grid to align memory to the inner region. The padding
size plus NZ should also be a multiple of 32, and the two layers
of ghost cells are included in the padding.
Step 4: Memory Management: GPU memory is allocated
and managed by CPU. Memory optimizations are the most
important area for performance optimization. Minimizing data
transfer between the host and the device is an effective way.
Our method is to batch multiple small transfers into one
transfer to significantly reduce the communication costs
between GPU and CPU.
Since GPU has limited memory resources, we design the
program with only one transfer from CPU to GPU during the
whole computation procedure and reuse the GPU memory to
make the program calculate much larger 3D seismic wave
modeling than original methods. Since GPU has more cores
and compute faster than CPU, all calculations are done
simultaneously by GPU except memory copy, see Fig.5 for
more details:

END

Fig. 5.

The flow of the GPGPU-Aided 3D Staggered-grid Finite-difference

Step 3: This step calculates the Seismic Wave Modeling on
GPU to speed up the calculation of wave field, including space
differential calculation, matrix or vector product and sum.
Meanwhile, in order to save and map results, the needed results
from GPU must be copied back to the CPU. Of course, we can
use GPU rendering technology directly to the output
wavelength snapshot as well.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
The new CUDA method implementation has been carefully
validated for correctness. We compare our version of GPU
with the traditional method base on CPU. The results are
shown in Fig.6. The first 200 time steps of the stress of two
methods are recorded at the source point. It can be seen that
the results are almost identical with tiny differences caused
by different programming languages and compilers.
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Accuracy comparison of waveforms computed on GPU and CPU

On a single GTX680 card with memory of 2GB, in order to
compute as large size as possible, we use a simple model. It has
nine 3D grid parameters. By trying to allocate increasingly

larger chunks of memory, almost 1.9 GB memory is available
to the user. The largest 3D model that we can use has a size of
37.6km 37.6km 37.6km discretized using a grid of
376 376 376 points, that is with grid cells of size 100m in the
three spatial directions.
To test the performance of the CUDA code running on
GPU, we compare it with the performance of the C code
running on CPU. The GPU card we use is NVIDIA GTX 680
and the CPU is Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600. We compile the C
code in VS2008, and the code for the GPU with the standard
NVIDIA nvcc compiler of CUDA version 5.0. To investigate
the impacts of different factors on the proposed method, we use
a few different measurements on CPU and GTX680 card.
TABLE II. is the performance comparisons between GPU and
CPU, all benchmark experiments run for 200 time steps and the
measurement is focused on the whole time used during the
modeling.
From TABLE II. we can observe that:
1) With the growing of grid size, the amount of computation
is on exponential growth. The time used by CPU to
calculate the size larger than 370*370*370 is more than
an hour. It's a big challenge for us to compute large 3D
gird Seismic Wave Modeling on CPU.
2) GPU is good at fine-grained computation especially
matrix operations. It only costs half a minute for GPU to
compute 368*368*368 3D grid, which is 88-fold
accelerated than CPU.
3) Even though GPU can provide an amazing speedup, the
resource on GPU is limited, so the size we can calculate
and the speedup we can get depend on heavily GPU
resources. TABLE II. shows that when the grid size is less
than 368*368*368, the speedup is increasing with the size
growth, but when the 3D size is 376*376*376 the
speedup only reaches 84, the reason is that the limited
GPU resources has been used up.
TABLE II.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN CPU AND GPU IN
200 TIME STEPS
Time(s)
CPU(i7)

GPU

128*128*128

131.125

2.300

57.019

192*192*192

424.684

6.091

69.723

256*256*256

970.876

13.150

73.831

368*368*368

2961.970

33.524

88.354

376*376*376

3029.589

36.160

83.783

Grid Size

the industrial application of 3D pre-stack reverse time migration
and inversion.
In order to satisfy the intensive calculation of
three-dimensional seismic forward modeling, this study
proposes an approach which uses CUDA with thousands of
threads, the complex matrix operations can be divided into
simple and easy calculations which map the thread's structure
exactly, i.e., each thread only calculates one element of the
result matrix. With several optimization technologies used, we
can get much more obvious promotion.
Experiments have been carried out to evaluate the
performance of the parallel variants of 3D Staggered-grid
Finite-difference using examples of different size simulation.
We have shown that the GPU code is accurate by comparing our
results to results obtained running the same simulation on a CPU
core. We have accelerated a 3-D finite-difference wave
propagation code by a factor of from 57 to 88 compared to a
serial implementation using one NVIDIA GPU graphics cards
and the CUDA programming language, which reduces the
simulation time from about one hour into half a minute.
As the size growing even larger, more efficient methods
must be taken into account, such as multi-GPU program or
redesign algorithm, which one is better, our future work will
focus on this.
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Speedup

From the analysis above, under the premise of correctness,
a single GPU is able to bring more than 80 times speedup,
which gives us a perfect alternative for solving highly
compute-intensive algorithm and problem.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, the feasibility and efficiency of 3D
Staggered-grid Finite-difference for seismic wave modeling
approach was explored. Finite difference is a simple, fast and
effective numerical method for seismic wave modeling, and has
been widely used in forward waveform inversion and reverse
time migration. However, intensive calculation of
three-dimensional seismic forward modeling has been restricting
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